Project Reality Manual
Download der Deutschen Version dieses Handbuchs
Download other language versions (availability varies)
This manual is intended to give players already familiar with Battlefield 2, as
smooth an entry into the world of Project Reality, as possible. It starts with
the things most important for a new player, and then continues on to more and
more advanced subjects. Reading chapters 1-4 is recommend, before playing
your first rounds. By the end of chapter 8, you should know how everything
important works. For players already familiar with PR 0.75, the appendix
details the important changes to the Manual from the previous version.
Knowledge about how to make the best use of your assets is beyond the scope
of this manual. Chapter 9 gives you some pointers on where to find additional
in-depth information on the Project Reality mod.
I hope the manual is helpful in getting you started with Project Reality, and
allows you to fully enjoy the mod as quickly as possible.
Eike “Spearhead” Hanus
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1. Installation
Before installing Project Reality 0.8, make sure your Battlefield 2 installation
is patched to the newest Version (currently 1.41). If you own the Add-On or
Booster Packs, the order of installation is as listed below:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Battlefield 2
Add-On: Special Forces (if available)
Booster Pack: Euro Force (if available)
Booster Pack: Armored Fury (if available)
Full Patch to 1.41
Project Reality 0.8 core installer
Project Reality 0.8 levels installer

If you have a previous installation of Project Reality (0.75 or lower) on
your computer, you should completely remove the PR directory which
is located in the mods folder of your BF2 installation
Also if you have a previous installation of Project Reality (0.7 or lower),
you should delete the existing shortcuts before installing 0.8
If you receive a warning screen when starting Project Reality, this is most
likely due to a bad shortcut or joining via Xfire. Please use the shortcut
provided by the PR 0.8 installer to start the game
Our sound artists have been stretching the BF2 sound engine to it's
limits. In order to have the best possible experience with Project Reality
it is very important that you enable EAX in your BF2 sound options
For more in-depth installation help follow this Link
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2. Game Modes and Finding a Server
Project Reality (from now on just PR) features 6 different game modes with
completely different objectives.

Advance and Secure (AASv3)
This mode is the closest to the original BF2
Conquest mode. If you do not see any servers
running other modes, you might want to look if the
filter on the top of the list is limiting the display of
other servers. The objective is to capture all the
control points (CPs) and thus win the map. The CPs
can only be captured in a certain order to simulate a
shifting front line and focus the fights. On large maps there
exist 3 different versions with different types of vehicles. A few
maps use the new AASv3 random CP logic and will have a differing
layout every round.
Skirmish
This game mode is a scaled down version of Advance and Secure, intended for
fewer players. It is perfect for clan matches and small infantry engagements.
Skirmish has the same rules as AAS but with smaller combat zones, fewer CPs,
no vehicles or deployable assets as well as fewer tickets.
Counter-Attack
In this game mode one team starts on defense and can't re-capture fallen
control points. The defending team has the objective of preventing the enemy
from capturing all CPs before their reinforcements arrive (usually after 30-45
minutes). If the defenders survive until then, they will receive additional
vehicles and/or tickets to start a counter-attack. At this point the gameplay
mechanics are similar to those of Advance and Secure.
Command & Control (CnC)
This new game mode features large freeform battles. There are no CPs
except for the operations bases. The enemy base can be attacked once all 4
forward outposts have been constructed. Combat can take place at any part of
the map as the teams try to advance closer towards the enemy base and fortify
vital positions along the way.
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Insurgency
In this mode the coalition soldiers need to find and destroy insurgent
weapons caches while the insurgents try to prevent them from doing this.
The coalition troops need to gather information on the locations of the caches.
The insurgents win if they defend at least 3 caches until the time runs out or
the coalition team runs out of tickets. The coalition team wins by destroying
enough weapons caches.
Training
This game mode is mainly for training with different equipment and vehicles.
Friendly fire is off. Spawning is very fast, and vehicles are abundant. Tickets
are unlimited in this mode.

Finding a server
If you are unfamiliar with Project Reality, it might be a good idea to check out a
server running training mode first. Once you feel comfortable with the
equipment and the interface head off to the real battles.
If you do not see any servers, then make sure your filters are set to off for
ranked and on for same mod and same version. I suggest to enter a server
with many players on it. This gives you an increased chance to find a suitable
squad to join and learn from. If you can't connect to a server, then it is
probably running an older version. Try another server in this case.
If all you see is a black screen, you connected to a server running PR without
a license. Just connect to another one in this case.
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3. The First Minutes on a Server
First of all you should join a squad. Some servers even enforce squadding up
by kicking solo players after a warning time. The game is by far the most fun
to play in a functioning squad. If you need help, just ask players in your
squad what to do (If possible use VOIP. It is very commonly used in PR). If no
one answers, try joining another squad or use general chat. There are many
helping players around who welcome new players and give them a hand.
Kit selection and spawning
If unsure, just take any of the available kits which appeals to you
The kits more difficult to use are limited and must be requested after
spawning
Try playing as infantry in the beginning and start using vehicles when
you become familiar with the infantry basics
Many vehicles behave quite differently now and require more advanced
knowledge to use. Since they also have very long spawn times (Up to
20 minutes) it is vital to know how to keep them from harm
In PR you can not spawn at every CP your team controls. Spawning on the
squad leader has been removed, too. There are several new places where
players can spawn at. These are:
1) Your squad's rally point (If one has been placed)
2) Map-specific team rally points (Expire 5 minutes after start)
3) Squad leader deployable & mapper placed bunkers
4) Squad leader deployable fire base
5) Your team's head quarters or your team's operations base (The only
indestructible spawn locations)

Insurgents can't place rally points but have the ability to deploy
hideouts at which they can spawn. On the Korengal Valley map the
insurgent spawn points do not expire but remain until destroyed
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Squad rally points have the squad number next to them
on the spawn screen. If you try to spawn at another
squad's rally point, you will end up at your own rally point
or at the command post. Try to spawn as close to your
squad as possible so you can help each other most
efficiently.

Interface changes
New to the Project Reality interface are player-specific messages that
can only be seen by the player they are sent to. They are used to give
players feedback about different events including for example:
○

The reason why the player is not issued the kit he requested

○

The reason why the asset that the player requested could not be built

○

That the player must leave the vehicle or the seat in it to avoid punishment

Also new to the interface are HQ notifications which are written in big
orange letters. These notifications give you important informations on the
current objectives, mission progress and other essential messages
There are no more cross-hairs on the screen. If you want to shoot
precisely, you need to use the zoom button which brings up your
weapon's sights
Name tags for friends are shown only at close distance or when
watching them long enough. Enemy name tags are not shown at all.
It is vital to check whom you are shooting at since identifying your target
is much more important now
There is no health bar indicating your vital status anymore. When you
reach 75% health you will start to see flashes and hear coughing. You will
also lose health until you are healed or die
The ammo counter now only displays the fire mode your weapon is in
and the amount of magazines left. You have to estimate how many
bullets are left in your weapon
There are no more kill messages (friendly fire is an exception). The
scoreboard update is delayed until the victim respawns. When you need
to know if someone is dead, you should look for his body
The minimap has been removed from infantry. Vehicles still use it. The
full maps are also still available. They need about one second to open up
The remaining tickets of your team and the time left can now be
viewed from the Caps Lock map only. The enemy tickets are not shown
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When you are under distant fire by rifles or machine guns, the screen
will turn dark and become blurred. This effect simulates the reduced
capability to return effective fire while being suppressed by the enemy

Normal view of the game (left) and suppression effect in action (right)

Dead players see a black screen instead of their surroundings. This will
go away after their respawn or revival
The automatic spotting system has been removed from infantry.
Vehicles can still automatically spot air vehicles. Officers can send a
contact report to the commander who can relay it to the rest of the team
by placing a map marker. Grunts can only alert people near them when
they spot enemies
Left-clicking “RELOADING / OUT OF AMMO” tells the people around you
you are changing magazines. A right click onto it tells them you are out
of ammunition. The same principle applies to “GO, GO, GO / FALL BACK”
A series of gameplay tips have been added to the map loading screen
to make the waiting time a little more interesting and hopefully give
some useful advice to new players
When holding some equipment the primary commo rose is replaced by a
context-sensitive button. When holding a field dressing or the medic bag
you can use the “FIRST AID” command to inform players around you that
you want to heal them. The same principle applies to the ammo bag, the
epipen and the shovel
While holding a mine the primary commo rose can be used to place a red
warning marker on the team's map. Placing a new Marker will delete the
old one. The commander also can place and delete this marker
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4. Life as Infantryman
One of the first things you will notice when playing is the decreased
movement speed. You run and sprint much slower than in BF2. The positive
news is that you may now sprint a little longer. Due to the slower movement
speed you are now much more vulnerable to enemy bullets. To make things
worse these bullets do more damage than they used to in BF2. So let's start
with some help on what to do after you get hurt.
Health management
As mentioned before there is no health meter
anymore. When your health drops below 75% there
will be several cues (flashing, coughing, blurry vision)
to warn you. If your injuries are not treated, you will
slowly bleed to death. To prevent this you have two ways of regaining health.
Many kits now include some field dressings which restore 20% of your total
health. You can toss those on the ground in front of you to try and stop the
bleeding and regain some health. You can also use field dressings that other
players toss onto the ground near you.
The better option to regain health is to be treated by a medic. He will be able
to completely heal you with his first aid bag (It can no longer be tossed). You
need to stand directly in front of him and the medic must press & hold fire
while using it. When you become critically wounded a medic can revive you
within 2 minutes. You can skip the man-down time by selecting “Give up” on
the map screen. Insurgents skip critical and die when running out of health. It
now takes much fewer bullets to become critically wounded and head shots are
instantly fatal. Players shot in the head can't be revived by a medic. After
being revived you are in bad shape (9% health) and need to be healed or you
will soon bleed to death.
Staying alive is one of the most important aspects in PR
Every time you die your respawn timer will increase by 3 seconds (up
to a maximum of 1 minutes)
When your team captures a control point or destroys an objective your
respawn timer will be reduced by 3 seconds. For defending objectives
by killing an enemy in that area your timer is reduced by 1 second. For
building a deployable asset your squad's timer is reduced by 10 seconds
A temporary spawn time penalty which only affects the next time
you die (stacking up to 5 minutes) is added by these actions:
○

Teamkill:

15 seconds per TK

○

Suicide:

30 seconds (90s for civilians)

○

Civilian killed:

120 seconds per civilian (max. 5 minutes)

○

Own weapons cache destroyed:

300 seconds (also -100 score)
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Weapons & equipment changes
Many things have changed in this department. Here is a list of the most
important changes:
Weapons take a longer time (about 1-2 seconds) to shoot accurately
after movement. Pistols are affected less by movement than rifles
Weapons start on semi-automatic fire if available and need to be
reloaded manually (default: R)
Side arms are restricted to Officers, SpecOps, Snipers and Pilots
All kits except for pilots are equipped with binoculars
Regular army & militia kits contain field dressings
The amount of rifle ammunition in most kits has increased
The amount of rockets & explosives in kits has drastically decreased
When using the heavy anti-tank rocket launcher a soldier must stand
still for several seconds so that he can stabilize the launcher tube. If he
fires the missile too early, he might even kill himself with it
Fragmentation grenades are less accurate when thrown while moving
or jumping. Their range has been lowered and their time until detonation
has been increased a little
The smoke grenade's smoke screen builds up slower, thicker and lasts
for a longer time
The shovel employed by most kits exists only for construction purposes
and can not be used offensively
Anti-tank mines and trip flares will arm themselves 15 seconds after
placement. Placement itself has to be done from a prone position. Up to 8
mines and trip flares can be placed by one player. When he dies they
remain in the game world for 10 more minutes
Only pilots are equipped with parachutes. Those need to be opened 30
seconds before hitting the ground to avoid damage. Opening less than
10 seconds before landing is fatal
The grappling hook is not shown in the weapons HUD but can be
accessed using the 9 key when available
Throwing grenades will not be accompanied by a shouted warning.
When holding a grenade a player can manually shout the warning by
using the primary commo rose
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Below is the list of basic (unlimited) kits available to regular armies:
The Officer kit is limited but squad leaders
with at least two other players in their squad
can directly spawn with it (more about this kit
can be read in chapter #5)
The Rifleman (iron sights) carries an assault
rifle with iron sights, fragmentation and smoke
grenades, a shovel and one dropable
ammunition bag
The Rifleman (optics) uses an assault rifle
with magnified optics. He also has frag and
smoke grenades, a shovel and one dropable
ammunition bag
The Medic has an assault rifle with iron sights,
smoke grenades, some field dressings, several
epipens and his medic bag. He must stand next to the person to be
treated and hold down the fire button to heal him. He can heal himself
with field dressings or by using the bag and holding fire while standing
and looking down. He can resuscitate critically injured team mates which
untangles them from the ground and makes the use of the epipen easier
The Combat Engineer carries an assault rifle with iron sights, a shotgun
loaded with slugs, a tripflare, an anti-tank mine, a wrench and a shovel.
On some maps the mine is replaced by a grappling hook
Below is the list of basic (unlimited) kits available to the militia. The militia is
not as well equipped as regular armies but still better off than the insurgents:
The Officer kit is limited but squad leaders
with at least two other players in their squad
can directly spawn with it (more about this kit
can be read in chapter #5)
The Militant carries the SKS rifle which is
semi automatic and has a 10 round magazine.
He also uses smoke & frag grenades and a
shovel. He also has some extra ammunition
that he can drop
The Militant uses the AK-47 rifle and carries
fragmentation and smoke grenades, an ammo
bag and a shovel
The Medic comes equipped with the
PPSh-41 submachine gun, and some smoke
grenades. Healing and reviving works as with the regular medic
The Scout carries a Lee-Enfield rifle in addition to a mine, one tripflare, a
shovel, a wrench and a grappling hook
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Below is the list of basic (unlimited) kits available to the insurgents. Their
equipment is the oldest and most basic of any of the factions in the game:
The Cell Leader kit is limited but squad
leaders with at least two other players in
their squad can directly spawn with it. This
is the only way insurgent squad leaders can
obtain this kit (more about this kit can be
read in chapter #5)
The Insurgent carries the AK-47 rifle, a
shovel, a pair of binoculars and 2 Molotov
cocktails. He also has some extra
ammunition in a bag, which he can drop
The Insurgent carries the AK-47 rifle, one
RKG-3 anti-tank grenade, a shovel, a pair
of binoculars and some extra ammunition
in a bag, which he can drop
The Ambusher carries the SKS rifle. He
also has a shovel, a pair of binoculars, one RKG-3 anti-tank grenade and
one improvised explosive device (IEDs) which is remotely detonated. It
doesn't stick to vehicles
The civilian Collaborator is unarmed. His only way to attack others is by
throwing rocks at them. He can drop a few field dressings for his friends
and repair vehicles with his wrench. He can also help others access high
places with his grappling hook. He can use his cellphone to call in mortar
strikes. Coalition players must not shoot civilians or face punishment
(See „The Civilian“ for details)
On some maps the Collaborator kit is replaced by the Scout. He uses an
SKS rifle, a wrench, a pair of binoculars, a grappling hook, a shovel as
well as 6 field dressings
There are a lot more kits in the game which are not available on the spawn
screen. They can be requested after spawning or picked up at certain
locations. These kits are limited in number and availability. They will be
covered in detail in the 5th chapter of this guide.
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Ammunition
If you run low on ammunition, you can resupply from these places:
1) The rifleman kits both contain one ammunition bag that they can drop
for other soldiers or themselves. It should be conserved for tight
situations
2) Light transport vehicles can drop one large ammunition box. IFVs can
drop two of those.
3) Supply trucks and large Helicopters can drop a supply crate. It contains
a large but limited amount of ammunition. Supply crates can no longer
be airdropped by the commander. The truck carries 2 supply crates.
4) Insurgency maps contain weapons caches from which you can resupply
5) You can also resupply from the command post

Resupplying is not instant anymore but takes about 10-30 seconds
If possible, try to resupply from command posts since they contain an
endless supply of ammunition and can also resupply vehicles.
Ammo bags should be able to supply new ammunition for one soldier
while ammo boxes and crates contain increasingly more supplies

Completing objectives
In Advance and Secure you will need
to attack the control points (CPs)
flagged with the orange attack marker
to advance the front. At least 3 men
are required to capture a CP and the
time needed to do so is much longer
than in normal BF2. It is not possible to
capture CPs out of the order, but if you started to neutralize or capture
a CP, it will always be possible to move it into the next state. You will
need to defend the CPs with a purple defend marker on them against
enemy counter-attacks until the marker disappears.
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In Counter-Attack the defending team can not retake fallen control
points. The team needs to defend their CPs until reinforcements arrive.
If they manage to do that, then they receive additional tickets and/or
vehicles. Now they can also attack enemy positions. The defenders win
by reducing the tickets of the attacking team to zero or by securing all
control points (if possible)
In Counter-Attack the attacking team starts on the offense and needs
to secure all the enemy positions. They win by either capturing all control
points or by reducing the tickets of the defending team to zero. Their
task is much easier to complete before the enemy reinforcements arrive.
In Insurgency the coalition team needs to Insurgent weapons cache
take out insurgent weapons caches. They can
be located by gathering intelligence (more
on this in the next section). As more
intelligence is gathered red diamond
markers appear on the map showing the
rough area of the weapons caches (they
may be up to 140m from the marker).
Once you have found one of the caches you
can destroy it with explosives or sustained
weapons fire. Once destroyed the coalition
gains 10 tickets and a message will inform you on how many caches
remain to be demolished. A maximum of 3 caches are in the game world
at the same time
In Insurgency the insurgent team has to prevent the coalition from
destroying the weapons caches until the time runs out or the
coalition runs out of tickets. Insurgents start with 100 tickets and lose
10 for each destroyed weapons cache. This is the only way for the
insurgents to lose tickets. The caches are initially marked by purple
markers on your map. Once the coalition team gains intelligence on the
whereabouts of a weapons cache, it will be flagged with the blue
diamond marker
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Intelligence
To reveal the approximate location of insurgent weapons caches while playing
Insurgency intelligence has to be gathered. The following list shows the
amount of intelligence points gained or lost due to different actions.
Insurgent killed: 1 IP
Civilian or insurgent arrested: 7 IP
Civilian killed (Under penalty conditions): -7 IP
Insurgent officer killed: 7 IP
Insurgent officer arrested: 14 IP
The approximate location of the first cache is shown at the start of the round.
An additional location will be revealed 60 seconds after 30 IP are collected by
the team. The IP necessary to reveal the next cache are increased by 3. The
total amount of IPs needed to see 10 locations is 378 (30 + 33 + 36 + 39 + 42
+ 45 + 48 + 51 + 54). Since weapons caches may be found and destroyed
before their location has been revealed, it is unlikely that the full amount of IPs
will be needed to reveal the locations of all undestroyed caches.

The civilian Collaborator
The insurgent players can choose a Collaborator kit
which does not contain any weapons (except for
stones). Civilians die when picking up dropped kits
or if they man stationary or vehicle weapons. They
can call in mortar strikes with their cellphones when a
commander is present (see chapter #6).
If you shoot civilians, you will face several penalties:
After your next death you will respawn 120
seconds later per civilian shot (stacks up to 5
minutes additional delay)

Civilian Collaborator

You will not be able to request any limited kits
for 10 minutes
Your score is reduced by 100 and the kill will not be listed on the
scoreboard
Your team loses 7 intelligence points
You can arrest civilians (and other hostiles) with the restrainer which replaces
the knife on insurgency maps. Civilians that suicide are counted as arrested.
Civilians may be run over with a vehicle or shot while using vehicles, ladders
or ropes without any penalty or bonus.
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Vehicle must-knows
Vehicles are side-locked. You can't steal enemy IFVs, aircraft, boats or
cars. Fixed machine guns are still open to use by everyone
Vehicles can only be entered from appropriate positions around them
(e.g. doors or hatches)
Normal soldiers are allowed to drive small unarmored vehicles (Normal
jeeps, boats, etc) without the need for any special kit
If you require a special kit to operate a vehicle position, you will get
a warning message upon entering it and the screen will fade to black. If
you do not exit the vehicle position within 10 seconds, you will die
When exiting a moving or burning vehicle you will take damage. The
faster the vehicle moves the more damage you will take
In Insurgency the coalition team loses 10 tickets for each heavy asset
(IFV, Helicopter) the insurgents destroy
Destroying vehicle wrecks does not
influence score although a warning
message tells otherwise when shooting
friendly wrecks
When manning stationary or vehicle
weapons it takes some seconds before
they are ready to fire:
○

MG:

5 seconds

○

Anti-Air Missile:

7 seconds

○

AT-emplacement:

15 seconds

○

Armor main gun:

30 seconds

Exiting vehicles in mid-air and falling
into water from high altitudes will
injure you and may result in your death
IFV entry points
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5. Kits Galore
Limited kits
As you gain more and more experience with the basic kits you might want to
try out the more advanced kits. These are the limited kits and they need to be
requested at specific places after you have spawned. As the name implies
there is a limited amount of these and certain requirements need to be met
to get them. The limited kits are:
Kit (Type) Weapons (Ammo)

Special equipment

Remarks

Sniper

Bolt-action rifle with high
magnification & pistol
(regular army kits)

Smoke grenades & 3 field
dressings

Works alone or with a
spotter

Anti-Tank

Heavy AT-launcher (1) &
assault rifle

Smoke grenades, shovel

Targets armored vehicles

(Special)

(Special)

Militia: RPG-7 (2), Scorpion

Special
Operations

Carbine or submachine
gun, silenced pistol

(Special)

Smoke grenades, 4xSLAM, Specialized in
1xC4, 3 x field dressing,
reconnaissance and
GLTD, grappling hook
target designation

Anti-Aircraft SAM-launcher (1) &
(Special)
assault rifle or SMG

Smoke grenades, shovel

Targets air units

Automatic
Rifleman

Light machine gun

Smoke grenades, shovel

Provides fire support

Officer

Regular army: assault rifle
with optics & pistol
Militia: assault rifle &
submachine gun
Insurgent: assault rifle
with grenade launcher

Regular army: smoke,
signal & frag grenades,
GLTD
Militia: smoke & frag
Insurgent: molotov
cocktails

Requestable only by
squad leaders and the
commander, can place
rally points (except for
insurgent)

Rifleman AT Light AT-launcher (1) &
(Infantry)
assault rifle with optics
Militia: RPG-7 (1), SKS

Smoke grenades & shovel

Targets light vehicles

Grenadier

Assault rifle with grenade
launcher (9)

Shovel

Fires explosive and
smoke grenades

Marksman

Semi-automatic rifle with
optics

Smoke & frag grenades,
shovel

Part of infantry squad

(Infantry)

Crewman

Rifle or carbine

Smoke grenades

Only class that can
operate armored vehicles

Pilot

Pistol

Parachute, signal grenade

Only class that can fly
aircraft & helicopters,
can't capture CPs

(Infantry)
(Infantry)

(Infantry)

(Vehicle)

(Vehicle)

The insurgents can't request kits. The officer can spawn with his kit.
Insurgents also have access to pick-up kits (more under „Pickup kits“)
If you teamkill someone and pick up a limited kit with the name of your
victim's kit (within 3 minutes), you die instantly
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Request procedure
To request and receive a limited kit you need to meet the following
requirements:
You must be at the correct place
You must be in a squad with enough players and not too many of them
already using the kit you requested
The requested kit must be available in the kit pool
You must be allowed to do a kit request
If you are at the correct location but don't meet one of the requirements, a
message will inform you about what is wrong.

Location requirement:
Depending on the kit type you want to request you need to be at one of the
following locations:
Any kit (Infantry, special & vehicle):
1) Less than 100m from your operations base
2) At a bunker or fire base
Infantry kits:
3) At your squad's rally point
4) At the entry points of IFVs
Vehicle kits:
5) At a vehicle that needs the requested kit to be operated
You can not request any kits while inside a vehicle
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To request a limited kit at the these locations
you need to hold down the secondary commo
rose menu key (default: T) and then select
„REQUEST KIT“ which opens a sub-menu with a
list of kits. If your request was granted, the new
kit will be found directly at your feet. You need
to press the pickup key (default: G) to take it.
If your request was denied, you will see a
player-specific message telling you why.
Squad requirement:
To request limited kits you need be in a squad.
Depending on the kit type your squad must have
a minimum number of players on it.
Additionally you are not allowed to receive a
limited kit if too many of your squadmates are
already using the kit you are requesting. (If
they have successfully requested it and didn't
die yet)
Infantry kits are available to players in a
squad with at least 3 players. Only one of them may use the same kit at
the same time
Special kits are available to players in a squad with at least 2 players.
Only two of them may use the same kit at the same time
Vehicle kits are not restricted as long as you are in a squad
Availability requirement:
Limited kits are drawn from a pool. The number of available kits depends on
the amount of players currently on your team. More kits become available
when the size of your team reaches 8, 16 and 24 players. The officer and
vehicle kits are not limited in number.
Kit type:

1-7 players 8-15 players 16-23 players 24-32 players

Infantry

1

2

3

3

Special

0

1

1

2
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When a limited kit is no longer in use by anyone (including enemies) and
disappears from the world it takes 10 minutes to return to the pool:

Allowance requirement:
Insurgents can't request any kits. The commander of a team may only
request the officer kit. Certain events block you from requesting any kit for
some time. These include:
After being issued a limited kit you will need to wait 2 minutes before
you can get another one
If you change squads, you are blocked for 2 minutes
For teamkilling someone who carries a limited kit you will be blocked for
3 minutes
If you kill a civilian, you will be blocked for 10 minutes
If you spam kit requests, you will be blocked for 2 minutes
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Pickup kits
Pickup kits are usually found on insurgency maps in or around the mosque.
They are also located at weapons caches and look like weapons lying on the
ground. The different types of pickup kits are listed below:
RPG: Equipped with the RPG-7 launcher, two Molotov-cocktails, a knife
and two spare RPGs
MG-gunner: Uses the PKM machine gun and two Molotov-cocktails
Sniper: There are two different sniper pickup kits. Which are the LeeEnfield and the Dragunov SVD, they all contain two Molotov-cocktails
Anti-Air: The anti-aircraft pickup kit uses the SA-7 launcher. He also
carries two Molotov-cocktails and a knife. The SA-7 needs some time to
establish a lock

Limited kit must-knows
The LMGs now have 2 usage modes: Normal & deployed. In normal
mode you will have a hard time hitting anything unless using the sights.
With the sights you can fire short bursts with reasonable accuracy. When
deploying the MG you can only fire while prone but your accuracy will be
very high even when firing long bursts
The Grenadier's grenade launcher projectiles need 30-40m to arm
themselves or they will not explode
On sniper rifles, the "switch fire mode" key (Default 3) can be used to
activate a breathing sound. This simulates breath control and gives you
an audio cue for when your accuracy will be at its maximum. Holding
down the fire button after shooting will allow you to track your shot
before rebolting the rifle
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C4 is much stronger now and affects a larger radius. It takes 5 seconds
to arm after placing. A sound will indicate when the C4 is armed. If it is
triggered prematurely, it will not explode at all. IEDs do not have this
safeguard. IEDs won't stick to vehicles.
The Special Operations kit contains SLAMs which detonate 60 seconds
after placement and can be used for minor demolitions work
The heavy AT launcher has a usage delay. Deploying the weapon takes
about 15 seconds before you can use it. The weapon is ready to use as
soon as you can use the sights. To hit a target accurately you also have
to stand still for a short while. Once the target markers are centered you
are shooting with maximum accuracy. WARNING: Shooting much too
early may even kill you by hitting the ground near you. If you want to
track a target, you need to keep the fire button pressed when shooting.
The SA-7 launcher and other SAMs need to lock onto a target in order
to be effective. This takes several seconds and if the target uses flares,
the lock will be broken
The Sniper and Marksman rifles are zeroed at 600m
If a grappling hook is part of the kit you use, it will not be displayed in
your HUD but can be accessed by pressing the 9 key
If you use an officer kit containing a signal grenade, you can access it
with the 9 key
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6. Squad leader specialties
The squad leader in Project Reality has many new
special abilities. He is also the only person in a squad
that can forward contact reports to the commander of
the team. To do so he can use the Caps-Lock map or
the primary commo rose. If additional precision is
required, he should place the squad's order marker
(Move, Defend, etc) at the target location. If the
commander accepts the contact report, he will create a
map marker that is visible to the whole team.

Rally point placement:
The most important special action for squad leaders is the placement of the
squad's rally point. This allows fallen members of the squad to regroup close to
the front lines. To place an RP you need to press the secondary commo rose
and select „PLACE RALLY POINT“.
The following conditions must be met for the RP to be placed successfully:
○

You are the leader of your squad

○

You are using the officer kit

○

2 or more squad members within 25 meters of your position

Placing a new rally point automatically removes your old rally point. Your
squad can only have one RP at any time
Rally points can be easily destroyed by the enemy (2 stabs with a knife
are the easiest way). If 3 enemies are very close to the rally point (about
50m) or if 6 squad members die in this radius, then the rally has been
overrun and will also be destroyed. Once destroyed, the squad can't
place a new rally point for 2 minutes
Right-clicking “PLACE RALLY POINT” gives your squad the order to
gather around your position (to allow you to place the rally point)
Right-clicking “ATTACK / DEFEND” gives your team a defend order. The
same principle applies to “MOVE / REPAIR”
The “NEED EXTRACTION” command creates a marker on the map and
informs the team that you need someone to pick your squad up
The “NEED SUPPLIES” command creates a marker on the map and
informs the team that you need ammunition for your squad
The “NEED REINFORCEMENTS” command creates a marker on the
map and informs the team that you need help at your position
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The GLTD:
The squad leader kit (and the SpecOps kit) contain the GLTD (Ground Laser
Target Designator) which can be used to look for enemy targets and for
designating them. These targets can then be engaged by air units. When
using the GLTD simply left-click to place a laser target marker. The marker will
stay for 30 seconds and it will attach to vehicles. If you place a new marker,
the old one will disappear. To inform the team about you marking the target
you can use the “LASER TARGET” command.
The commander of your team can place a CAS
marker on the map to signify that close air
support (CAS) is required at your location.
Friendly air units can then close on this area
to engage marked targets. They can inform
you about their approach with the “ON THE
WAY” command.
Another command available while using the
GLTD is “NEED AREA ATTACK”. Depending on the Map, it requests a tactical
air strike or an artillery barrage at the targeted location. This support is only
available every 60 minutes and the commander needs to approve it. However
when one of these strikes comes down it is best to be elsewhere.
Insurgent Cell Leaders and Collaborators can call in mortar strikes every 30
minutes, using the binoculars or cellphone respectively. The insurgent
commander must approve those requests, too.

Tactical air strike impact viewed from safe distance
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Construction work:
An essential aspect of the squad leader is his ability to build structures for his
team. Smaller structures can be placed by squad leaders without asking for
permission but they need the commander's authorization to place forward
outposts (bunkers, fire bases and hideouts). To get this authorization they
must use the “NEED BUILD ORDER” command targeting the area where they
want to construct the forward outpost. If the commander approves the request,
a build order will be issued at that location. The asset can then be placed within
100m of the build order. If no commander is present on the team, no build
order is required.
When deploying bunkers or fire bases,
two supply crates have to be within
50m radius for the asset to be
deployed successfully.
The squad leader first needs to get his
officer kit. Without it he is unable to
place any structures. To deploy them
he needs to:
1) Look at the location where the structure should be positioned
2) Press the secondary commo rose key (default: T)
3) Select „PLACE X“ with X being the type of the structure to be deployed
Players currently standing where the deployable is being placed will die
Place the deployables on open terrain to avoid undesirable effects and
unwanted placement locations
Deployables will only appear if their placement location isn't too far above
or below your position when placing the asset
If a structure requiring construction work is not completely built within 5
minutes, it will disappear
Depending on the distance from the next CP either a bunker or fire base
will be built by using their combined build order
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Deployable structures:
Here is a list of the deployable structures and the requirements for
deploying them. Bunkers and fire bases also require at least one other soldier
with a shovel to construct them after deployment. Deployable assets can be
wrecked (rendering them useless) and destroyed by further damaging the
wreck. Knifing the radio twice will damage forward outposts enough to make
them collapse within a short time.
Bunker: A bunker serves as defensive spawn point and kit request location. A
transport vehicle spawns at the bunker on a 10 minute timer. Requirements:
Requested within 100m of a friendly CP
Must be constructed within 50m of 2 supply crates
Team may have a total of 4 forward outposts
(bunkers or fire bases)
Must be constructed at least 400m from other
forward outposts
Infantry with shovel to construct and repair

Fire base: The fire base is the offensive counterpart to the bunker. It has the
same capabilities but is placed closer to the front lines. Requirements:
Requested further than 100m from any CP
Must be constructed within 50m of 2 supply crates
Team may have a total of 4 forward outposts
(bunkers or fire bases)
Must be constructed at least 400m from other
forward outposts
Infantry with shovel to construct and repair
Hideout: The hideout can only be deployed by insurgents. Insurgents use the
hideout as a spawning location. Requirements:
Requested further than 400m from the closest
hideout
Team may only have 4 hideouts at any time
Infantry with shovel to construct and repair
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Heavy MG: A deployable heavy machine gun. Requirements:
Must be placed within 200m of a forward outpost
Two of them can be placed at each forward outpost

Anti Air: A deployable anti-air missile launcher. Requirements:
Must be placed within 200m of a forward outpost
One anti-air launcher can be placed at each forward outpost

Sandbags: A 3 feet high wall of sandbags. Requirements:
Must be constructed within 200m of a forward outpost
A maximum of 10 sandbag walls or segments of razor
wire deployed in the same area
Infantry with shovel to construct and repair

Razor wire: A 10m stretch of razor wire. No construction and
no wrecked state. Currently vehicles can pass through it
unharmed. Requirements:
Must be constructed within 200m of a forward outpost
A maximum of 10 sandbag walls or segments of razor
wire deployed in the same area
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7. Vehicles
General vehicle changes
Light vehicles and boats can be operated by any soldier. Supply trucks,
armored vehicles, helicopters and aircraft need special kits to operate. Players
not using the correct kit will not be able to steer the vehicle or use the
weapons. You can't enter or use enemy vehicles.
Vehicles must be entered at their real entry points:
○

IFV:

Depending on model on the rear or side of vehicle

○

Tank:

Hatch on top of the turret

○

Anti-Air:

Hatch is on the upper front or rear hull

Vehicle operation restrictions:
○

Supply trucks:

Officer, engineer or scout kit

○

Supply jeeps:

Engineer kit

○

Armored vehicles:

Crewman kit

○

Helicopters & aircraft:

Pilot kit

External views for vehicles have been removed. In some vehicles you
can switch to a rear view camera that allows you to look back
Vehicles with mounted machine guns allow for aiming using the sights
by pressing the change camera key (default: C)
Fixed and vehicle-mounted MGs use ammunition belts now. They are
reloaded automatically but are limited in number
Vehicles can be resupplied at the command post
Vehicles can be repaired by an engineer using his wrench. Aircraft and
Helicopters automatically repair and rearm at their spawn location
Insurgents have suicide vehicles. These are:
○

Red semi-trailer trucks with an aircraft bomb attached to
their trailer coupling

○

Red cars with 2 usable seats and a pack of C4 on the
back seat

They are detonated when the driver presses the
alternate fire key

Suicide Truck

When exiting a moving ground vehicle you take damage depending on
it's speed. When exiting a burning vehicle you will be severely injured
When vehicles take much damage they may become unable to move or
traverse their turret until fully repaired
Supply trucks can unload two supply crates which can be dropped by
the driver by using the alternate fire key. Large helicopters can drop
one of them. IFVs can drop two sets of ammunition boxes that contain
significantly less ammunition than the crates. Light transport vehicles can
drop a single ammo box. All those supplies can be restocked at the
command post.
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Armored Vehicles
Tanks and IFVs have separate driver & gunner seats. To use them
efficiently two men must operate these vehicles. After switching to a
gunner seat you must wait 30 seconds before you can fire the gun
If a driver and a gunner operate the same vehicle, they must be in the
same squad
Drivers and gunners can zoom their view by pressing the countermeasure key (default: X)

Armored vehicles have no warning sound when they are aimed at with
rocket launchers or when rockets are fired at them
Tanks and IFVs have two types of ammunition:
○
○

Armor-piercing (standard): For attacking enemy armored vehicles
Explosive (loaded by pressing 2): Effective against soft targets (jeeps,
houses, helicopters, covered infantry, ...)

Tank drivers deploy smoke by pressing the alternate fire button; tank &
IFV gunners deploy it by selecting it's weapon slot (usually 3) and
pressing the fire key to launch a volley of smoke bombs. Each of them
can fire 2 volleys (the gunner has to wait 60s between volleys)
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Helicopters
Helicopters have a warm-up time of 30 seconds. If too much thrust is
generated while the rotor blades spin up, the pilot will lose control and
crash. To start the helicopter you have to leave the throttle at idle for
at least 30 seconds before trying to lift off
Helicopter pilots can look in other directions while flying by pressing
the 7; 8 and 9 keys
The rudder controls are just effective at very low speeds. At higher
speeds you need to bank the helicopter to turn
The pilot of attack helicopters can fire the unguided rockets as well as
some air-to-air missiles while the gunner controls the cannon and the
laser-guided missiles
The attack-helicopter's gunner has 4 different modes to choose from:
1. First-person view in the cockpit
2. Gun-camera which controls the helicopter's gun
3. Laser-guided fire mode allows to fire the missiles and correct the
direction while the missile is in-flight (similar to the TOW-Launcher)
4. Laser-targeted fire mode (fire-and-forget) locks the missile onto a
laser target provided by ground troops or placed using alternate fire
The laser targeted mode works best if a
spotter designates a target and allows
minimal exposure of the helicopter. The laser
guided mode allows the best tracking of
moving targets or while on the move
Gunners in attack helicopters can zoom their
weapons camera by pressing the cycle camera
key (default: C) when using the cannon
Attack helicopter crews consisting of a pilot
and a gunner also need to be in the same
squad
Helicopters must return to the helipad and land to be rearmed
To successfully drop supplies from a large transport helicopter the pilot
needs to conduct the drop from an altitude smaller than 20 meters by
pressing the alternate fire key. If the crate is dropped from too high, it
will smash on impact
Countermeasure flares are limited and fire in volleys from helicopters.
They can be rearmed like the weapons
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Aircraft
Like helicopters Aircraft have a warm-up
time of 30 seconds before they can take
off from the ground
Jet pilots can look in other directions
while flying by pressing the 7; 8 and 9
keys
The throttle's influence on the speed of the
plane is very indirect and delayed now
and can't be used for taxiing
To slowly taxi on the ground keep the
throttle neutral and push the stick forward to slowly move in that
direction. Pull the stick back to reverse. To steer left and right use the
rudder controls
To take off you need to put the throttle on maximum and then wait a
little for the plane to start accelerating. When you are down 2/3 of the
runway gently start pulling on the stick and maybe add some afterburner
Most aircraft come equipped with a cannon and several external
weapons. The primary fire key will fire the gun while the alternate fire
key will fire the currently selected weapon
To rearm you do need to land the aircraft at your airfield. It takes quite
some time to rearm completely. Flying low over the runway just gives
you a few bullets for the main gun at most. On Quinling you can only
rearm in the open area next to the aircraft hangars
Air-to-ground missiles need an established laser lock to hit a target. The
recommended procedure for an attack with them is explained below:
○
○

○

○

○

Ground troops find a suitable target for an air attack
The troops contact the pilot either directly or by placing a CAS marker
(4 arrows pointing at a common center)
The pilot informs the ground troops of his approach using the “ON
THE WAY” command from his primary commo rose
As the pilot approaches the target, the ground troops mark the
target with a GLTD laser designator
When the target is locked on the pilot receives an acoustic cue. He
may now fire the missile at the target

Laser guided bombs use a similar system. The main difference is that
they are not locked-on before you release them but instead you best
drop them in level flight. Another important difference is that they need
to be dropped from at least 500m altitude to allow their fuse to arm
The commander can place a laser target from his map. Since this method
is not very precise it is recommended for bombing static targets
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Aircraft don't have a nose camera but
you can still look back by pressing the
cycle camera key (default: C)
Flares are triggered individually and
need to be rearmed after all of them
have been dropped. Since the warning
sound is only played once the enemy has
already locked onto your aircraft, it is
recommended to use them while on an
attack run to reduce the chance of the
enemy establishing a lock
To land in Project Reality you need to plan ahead much longer than in
BF2. Here are some tips on how to make your first landings easier:
○

You need to reduce your speed in advance until you can just stay
level without falling out of the sky (about 40% power)

○

When you are at this speed you should start your approach

○

Imagine a point on the map by extending the runway by about 1km

○

Fly to this point and turn towards the runway

○

When you are about 200m from the runway reduce your speed slowly

○

Put your throttle on 1/3 reverse when almost over the runway

○

When the speed is low enough to avoid collisions put the throttle on
idle and taxi the remaining distance as explained earlier
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8. Commander
The commander can not score by any normal activities but he will get
score points depending on his team's performance in the field
For the commander to be able to use his command map, he needs to
enter the team's command post. The insurgent command post looks
like a hideout and can be found near their operations base
The main task of the commander is to coordinate the team and give
guidance to the individual squads. He monitors the overall situation and
decides the strategy
The commander grants or denies requests sent to him by the squad
leaders. These include build orders, contact reports and tactical strikes
To talk to a single squad open the command map and select it. Press
the squad-VOIP key (Default: B) and only the selected squad will hear
you. The commander-VOIP should only be used when information is
important to all squads on your team
Depending on the map regular armies can request an area attack every
60 minutes. Insurgents can order a mortar attack every 30 minutes. The
commander can't order the strike by himself but needs a request from
a squad leader.
The commander doesn't have any of BF2's commander assets (UAV,
scan, overhead camera, artillery, supply drop & vehicle drop) anymore
To guide the team the commander can give the
individual squads orders and has the ability to
place several markers on the map:
○

Delete marker is used to remove unneeded markers
from the game map

○

The enemy infantry, outpost, tank, APC and AAV
markers are used to mark enemy contacts for the team

○

The mine field marker warns friendly players about AT
mines in a location

○

The fire support marker is intended to show the team
where help is required

○

The close air support marker places a laser target on
the map which can be used by bombers to attack fixed
targets with laser guided bombs (lasts 30 seconds)

○

The waypoint markers are permanent markers to assist
the commander in communicating important locations to
the team. The commander can place up to 7 of them on
the map

○

The demolish order removes any friendly assets within 50m of it's placement
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9. Further reading
If you are looking for details on maps, weapons, tactics and other guides, the
official Project Reality wiki is the place you want to go. You find it at this
location:
http://guide.realitymod.com/

If your questions have not been answered there, the official forums are the
place to go. Just make sure you use the search function before posting new
threads.
http://realitymod.com/forum/

If you are interested in a tactical guide, my first suggestion is the ShackTac
“ArmA Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures Guide” which can be applied to
Project Reality in many areas.
http://dslyecxi.com/armattp.html
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Appendix A: Changes from PR version 0.61
There have been a lot of changes since version 0.75; below is a list of just the
most important changes in Project Reality 0.8:
Changes in Project Reality 0.8:
3 new game modes: Command & Control, Skirmish and Training
Critically wounded soldiers can be revived for up to two minutes. They can use
the “Give up” button on the Caps-Lock map to opt out of waiting for a medic
Medics can now resuscitate downed soldiers which untangles them from the
ground. This is useful to make sure the epipen will do it's job
Insurgents can build hideouts to spawn at
Regular armies and the militia can deploy a heavy machine gun emplacement
The spotting system has been overhauled. Automatic spotting is practically
gone. Squad leaders can send a contact report to the commander. The
commander can confirm those reports and place markers on the map to warn
the rest of the team
Artillery and mortars have been added to the list of possible area attacks
Pistols & SMGs do not suppress other players. Shots also need to travel some
distance before they have a suppression effect
Weapons need to be reloaded manually
Bunkers & Fire bases do not resupply soldiers and vehicles anymore
Deployable assets can be placed without permission if no commander is on
the team
Rally points can be placed anywhere. They are overrun and destroyed if 3
enemies get close to them or if 6 squad members die in their vincinity
Grenade launchers need to be fired at targets at least 30-40m from the
shooter or the grenade will not detonate
All factions have a command post which is enterable by the commander. The
commander can only use his map while inside the post.
The enemy tickets are not displayed
The main gun in any armored vehicle has a 30s usage delay
Soldiers start to bleed out when their health drops below 75%
Civilian collaborators will always respawn after 2 minutes regardless of how
they died
Insurgents can be arrested using the restrainer or the shotgun
Insurgents need to defend at least 3 out of 12 weapons caches
Capturing a control point takes at least 3 men
Limited kits have been reduced in number and are only reallocated every 10
minutes
Light machine guns can be used in deployed and undeployed modes. When
deployed they can only be fired while prone but are very accurate
Deploying bunkers & fire bases does require 2 supply crates. A supply truck is
not needed. Other assets just need to be build close enough to a forward
outpost and do not require any supplies
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Changes in Project Reality 0.75:
Added new player-specific message system
Added black screen when dead or critically wounded
Added new suppression effect
Added context-sensitive communication menu when using field dressings, the medic
bag, ammo bags, mines, shock paddles or the shovel
Added PR tips to loading screens
Players that kill 3 civilians in a 10 minute interval are killed ("arrested")
In Insurgency only up to 3 weapons caches exist in the game world at any time
Added deviation model to grenades. Also lowered throw distance and raised timer
Lowered deviation when moving using pistols
Gave carbine rifles to crewman kits where available (China, MEC, US)
Added ammo bag to the rifleman(optics) and to the militia scout kit
Removed ammo bag from automatic rifleman
Added shovel to anti-tank kit
Added silenced pistol, grappling hook and C4 to special operations kit
Removed flashbangs from officer and special operations kit
Replaced pistols from anti-tank kits with rifles (2+1 mags)
Added slugshot shotgun to engineers as secondary weapon for door breaching. Moved
the mines to the 9th slot
Added trip flare to marksman kit
Added Molotov cocktails to insurgent AA and RPG
Removed AK47 from insurgent AA
Added a delay to use for all stationary and vehicle weapons
Jeeps and IFVs can drop small ammo boxes
Added smoke launcher batteries to tanks and IFVs. They have 3 sets of smoke
bombs and 60 seconds reload time between each one
Removed missile lock warning tone from all armored vehicles
Added heat signature and flares back to light helicopters
Flare launcher reload time is 90 seconds and starts after all flares were deployed
Laser targets stay in the world for up to 30 seconds
Commander assets can be built within 50m of two supply crates
There can't be more than one bunker or fire base in a 200m area
Added repair ability to the command post
Replaced deployable AA gun with deployable AA missile system
Added demolish order and mine field marker to commander right-click menu on the
Caps-Lock map
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Changes in Project Reality 0.7b (Server only update):
The attacker will only get an update on his kill count once the victim respawns
The scoring mechanism has been changed. The overall score will never drop below 0
Kit limits were standardized into 3 groups with identical request rules:
○ Normal kits: 3 players in squad, availability of {1,2,4,5} depending on team size,
each kit will be available only once in each squad, 90 second reallocation time
○ Specialized kits: 2 players in squad, availability of {0,1,1,2} depending on team
size, each kit will be available two times in each squad, 300 second reallocation time
○ Vehicle kits: No restrictions
Vehicle kits can be requested more easily. You just need to be close to the appropriate
vehicle to request the kit needed for it's use
Insurgents do not lose any tickets by taking casualties
Random rally points (used by insurgent team) respawn every 15 minutes
The team can build up to two bunkers & fire bases at any time. The number of control
points held by a team does not matter
Commander assets can be placed regardless of the remaining tickets
Bunkers must be placed at least 200m from each other. The same is true for fire bases
Commander asset ticket revenue was removed

Changes in Project Reality 0.7:
New Counter-Attack game mode
No spawning on your squad leader or any vehicles
The HUD mini-map has been removed from infantry
The automatic spotting system only works for vehicles spotting vehicles
Spawn-time reduction for killing enemies that are attacking objectives
Suiciding civilians are treated as if they were arrested
After movement your weapon needs a few seconds to be completely accurate
Heavy anti-tank rocket launchers need some seconds to steady before firing them. If
fired too early they will miss and may injure or kill the player
Anti-tank mines take 15 seconds to arm. They must be placed while prone
C4 is much stronger and needs to be triggered at least 5 seconds after placement. Else
it will not detonate at all
The rifleman kit has been split into the rifleman with optical sights and the rifleman
(ammo bearer) with iron sights and an ammunition bag
The insurgent civilian kit is replaced by a scout kit on some maps
Squad leaders with at least 2 other players in their squad can spawn with the officer kit
Ammunition is only available from ammo bags, bunkers, fire bases, the command post
and crates which can be dropped supply from trucks and large transport helicopters
Heavy stationary weapons can be fired 15 seconds after manning them
The militia now has access to all limited kits. The insurgents can't request any kits
There can only be a limited number of players with the same limited kit in one squad
Kits can not be requested at supply crates. At rally points and IFVs only normal
infantry kits can be requested
The squad leader is the only infantryman who can still (manually) spot targets for the
team while using any kit. He can do so with the spot command or on his map. Snipers,
specops and civilians can spot manually using the binoculars or sniper rifle
Squad leaders and special operations soldiers can use their GLTD to designate targets
for aircraft and helicopters. The mark will remain for up to 30 seconds
The artillery has been replaced by an area attack available on some maps
Squad leaders may order the construction of small structures by themselves. They
can also place bunkers and fire bases when given a build order by the commander
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Deployment rules for structures have been simplified:
○ No tickets are used for building structures
○ Only the bunker, fire-base and sandbag wall need active construction
○ All structures need to be placed within 50m of a supply truck
○ For every 2 CPs under the team's control a bunker and a fire base can be built
Ground vehicles only resupply from structures and can only be repaired by engineers
IFV gunners must wait 10 seconds until they can use the turret (30s in Tanks)
Helicopters use a new targeting system for their guided missiles
Ground attack aircraft need a laser target to employ their bombs and guided
missiles effectively. Bombs will not explode if dropped from below 500m
Insurgents can no longer capture the vehicle checkpoint. The coalition forces can't
realistically win by reducing the insurgent tickets to 0
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